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Abstract 
Non-parametric methods like nearest nelghbor (NN) classification and Parzen-window 
based density estimation are more general than parametric methods because they do not 
make any assumptions regarding the hypothesis class or probablllty dlstrlbution form 
Further, they show good performance in practlce wlth enough number of samples Curse 
of dlmenslonality and hlgh computational requlrements are the two major problems in 
applylng non-parametric techniques Because of curse of dimensionality, many classl- 
fiers become severely biased with a small trainlng set This problem is prominent with 
non-parametric methods where the demand for a larger number of samples grows expo- 
nentially with the dimens~onallty of the feature space It is widely belleved that the size 
of the tranmg set needed to achieve a gven classification accuracy would be proh~bltively 
large when the dimensionallty of data IS high There exlst several remedies like feature 
selection and bootstrapping to solve the curse of dimensionallty problem Computational 
requirements can be reduced by prototype selection, building an index over the tranmg 
set, etc 
The thesls offers a novel solution for the problems llsted above especldly for NN clas- 
slfiers which are based on (1) increasing the traning set slze by adding artificial patterns 
to  it, (11) findmg a compact representation for the ent~re synthetic set (cons~sting of both 
the gven and artlficlal patterns), and (111) finding efficient ways of doing NN classification 
whlch dlrectly work with the compact representations Slnce the synthetic training set 
used is large, this can reduce the curse of dimens~ondlty problem Because of compact 
representations and efficient NN algorithms, computational requlrements are reduced 
The process of generating artificial patterns is called pattern synthesis Pattern Syn- 
them can be done broadly in two ways vzz , model based pattern syntheszs and znstance 
based pattern syntheszs 
Model based pattern synthesls first derives a model based on the traning set and 
uses this to generate patterns The model derived can be a probab~lity dlstributlon or an 
expllcit mathematical model like a hidden Markov model This method can be used to 
generate as many patterns as needed There are two drawbacks of this method Flrst, any 
model depends on the underlying assumptions and hence the synthet~c patterns generated 
can be erroneous Second, ~t mlght be computatlonally expensive to derlve the model 
Another argument agalnst this method 1s that for many pattern recognition tasks the 
model Itself can be used wlthout generating any patterns at all 
Instance based pattern synthesis on the other hand, uses the given trainlng patterns 
and some of the properties of the data It can generate only a fin~te number af new 
patterns Computationally this can be less expensive than derivlng a model Thls IS 
especially useful for NN Class~fiers which dlrectly use the tralnlng instances 
This thesis mainly deals with instance based pattern synthesls Two broad instance 
based synthesis methods, vzz , partztzon based pattern syntheszs and overlap based pattern 
syntheszs are presented Since the number of synthetic patterns that can be generated can 
be exponentlal In the number of pven origlnal patterns, expliclt generation of synthetic 
patterns is not feasible Two compact representatlons vzz , partitioned pattern count tree 
(PPC-tree) and overlap pattern graph (OLP-graph) to store the entire synthetlc sets for 
partltlon based pattern synthesis and overlap based pattern synthesls, respectively are 
presented 
Efficient NN classification techniques based on divide-and-conquer s t r a t e ~ e s  and dy- 
namic programming techn~ques, which use the compact representatlons directly are pre- 
sented Their superiority over conventional and established methods are experimentally 
demonstrated over varlous standard datasets Also, relat~onshlps among varlous NN based 
methods uslng synthetlc patterns are established 
An O(1) NN classifier with synthetlc patterns which IS based on approximate NN 
search is presented Its superiority also is established experimentally 
Finallp, partlt~on based synthetic patterns are used wlth Parzen-window based den- 
sity estimation for network intrusion detection The method is based on novelty detection 
approach and directly works with the corresponding compact representations Expenmen- 
tally, thls method IS shown to perform well 
The methods presented are suitable for large and h ~ g h  dimensional datasets llke those 
m data mlnlng applications 
